Page 11: • Variant 1 (denoted as OursT): We train the CNN models only with the symmetric triplet loss function.
• Variant 3 (denoted as OursTI): We train the CNN models with the joint symmetric triplet and identification loss function.
Page 11: By comparing the identification(center loss embedded softmax) loss with symmetric triplet loss, we have found that the triplet loss function is better than the identification (softmax) loss on iLIDS and Prid2011 datasets.
Page 14: Then we propose a new algorithm with the joint supervision of the symmetric triplet loss function and the center loss embedded softmax cost function. In this framework, the CNN architecture is trained with two supervision signals: first, the symmetric triplet cost aims to produce features that pulls the instances of the same person closer, and pushes the instances belonging to different persons far away from each other in the learned feature space.
